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1. Introduction
This study examines the particle ani in a previously unexplored position, first
position, and more specifically focuses on ani that prefaces questions. While a
vernacular understanding of ani is a negative response to polar yes-no questions
(e.g., A: Do you smoke? B: ani I don’t.) (Sohn, 1999, p. 390), the author’s previous
studies have shown that ani can be used as a turn preface in second position (i.e.,
in response to polar questions; Kim, 2015) and in third position (in accounting
for the speaker’s previous turn; Kim, 2016), for functions related to rejecting and
resisting some aspect of the previous turns. More broadly, the investigations have
shown, in both positions, that the ani preface is in some way responsive to the
preceding turn.
The present study looks at another position, first position, which has not been
previously documented. Specifically, I examine the ani-prefaced questions which
initiate a sequence and make relevant a response.
My decision to focus on ani-prefaced questions was prompted by an analytic
puzzle. My previous research showed that ani is typically used in response to
some prior action, whether it is the recipient’s action or the speaker’s own action,
in second and third positions (Kim, 2015, 2016). By prefacing a turn with ani in a
responsive action, speakers resist and push against some aspect of the prior turn
(e.g., its assumptions, proposed understandings). These analyses align with the
argument that the ani preface is derived from the ani used as a bound morpheme
that marks negation or as a freestanding negative marker (Koo, 2008) and have
provided a relatively coherent picture of ani’s usages across contexts.
However, in the data I also encountered instances of ani that prefaces a question,
a first pair part which is not typically considered as a ‘responsive action’. Why do
speakers use ani to initiate an action such as a question? Could this ani preface be
involved in entirely different interactional work that is different from ani prefaces
in other positions? These questions were the impetus for this research.
The purposes of the study are twofold: (1) to describe the practice of ‘ani +
question’ in Korean conversation and (2) to contribute to a more (or less) comprehensive understanding of the particle ani. The study will show that ani-prefaced questions are used to display the speaker’s surprise at some content of the
recipient’s prior talk and sometimes even to challenge the truthfulness of the
information.

2. Previous work on turn initial particles
Much previous work on turn-initial elements has contributed to our understanding of turn beginnings in talk in interaction, as well as of the work each particle
or a set of particles does in (a) specific sequential context(s).
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In the unfolding course of a turn-in-progress in conversation, interlocutors
– both speakers and hearers – can project and anticipate actions. Among various points in a turn, turn beginnings have been recognized as one of the most
important places where speakers project a turn’s shape and/or type (Schegloff,
1987, 1996). Thus, turn beginnings are important resources for both speakers and
recipients for their analysis of each other’s turns. Heritage and Sorjonen (in press)
identify turn-initial position “as a key location in the expression of stance and
the management of expectations for subsequent turn progression”. This understanding is demonstrated, for example, in the uses of oh-prefacing in responsive
turns (Heritage, 1998). Heritage (1998, p. 327) describes that turn-initial position
“allows oh to qualify the entire turn-constructional unit that follows, and to provide a coloring or propositional attitude for that unit’s response to the question
that preceded it”.
Various elements, such as conjunctions, particles, and discourse markers, that
occur turn-initially have been a topic of interest for many researchers working on
different languages in the last couple of decades (for a review of turn-beginning
tokens across languages, see Kim & Kuroshima, 2013 and Heritage & Sorjonen,
in press). While each token under examination is described as doing different
interactional work, researchers agree, either explicitly or implicitly, that turn-initial position is an important place for marking the relationship between prior and
impending turns and that turn initial tokens provide interactional ‘colouring’ to
their prefaced turns/actions.

3. The Korean particle ani
Although not extensively, Korean linguists and discourse analysts have noted ani’s
use as a discourse marker. For example, Kim’s (1997) study investigated a wide
range of functions that ani can serve, such as expressing an unacceptable attitude,
calling one’s attention to something, and repairing an error. Some of these functions were further explicated from a diachronic perspective by Koo (2008). Koo
argued that in the 15th–18th centuries ani was a bound morpheme that marks
negation (e.g., ani-ha-ta (NEG-do-DC)), but that it underwent the process of
grammaticalisation, during which it changed its form to the freestanding negative particle an, as is used in modern Korean (e.g., an ha-ta (NEG do-DC)). During this process of grammaticalisation, ani obtained discourse functions, such as
repairing a correction and indexing a topic shift or a negative attitude. Another
study by Yang (2002) also analysed ani in spoken and written corpora and found
a wide range of functions. The functions included correcting and monitoring
prior talk, initiating turns, and marking politeness, uncertainty, sarcasm, commitment avoidance, and topic shifts. While functions such as initiating turns and
topic shifts mentioned by these researchers can be categorised as ‘first position’
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actions, none of the previous studies included examples of ani-prefaced questions such as the ones focused on in this study.
More recently, this author’s research has taken a conversation analytic approach
to the particle, investigating its use in different sequential positions in naturally
occurring conversation, and has identified ani as a particle that prefaces the
impending turn. For example, when ani prefaces a response to a question (i.e., is
in second position), the key role of the ani preface is resisting and pushing against
the presumed epistemic status of the responder encoded in the question, that is,
that the responder is a knowing person and should be able to answer the question
(Kim, 2015).
When ani is in third position in a sequence, that is, after a question and a
response, it is oriented to revising possible inferences and motives drawn from
the speaker’s prior question (Kim, 2016). This can be illustrated with the following
example. It comes from a TV entertainment show in which a comedian named
Kim Jisun (i.e., Jisun) has phoned a famous actress Lee Sungyun (i.e., Sungy), and
the conversation is being overheard by all in the show. Sungyun had delivered her
first baby a few months ago. Jisun is publicly well known for her multiple pregnancies, which is frequently joked about on TV in terms of her ‘capability’. After
greetings between the two (lines 1–7), Kyung, another comedian on the show,
asks whether Sungyun is breastfeeding (line 8); the question is ultimately oriented to as being accountable later. The target ani-prefaced turn is in lines 12-14.
Extract (1) [Three Wheels 11212009_48:00] (Kim, 2016, pp. 309–310)
01

JISUN:

Sungyun enni,

02

SUNGY:

e::: Jisun:::

03

JISUN:

en[ni,

kathi

sister

together one time child

NAME

ce Jisun-i-yey-yo.

older:sister I

NAME-CONN-be:IE-POL

Sungyun, {this is} Jisun.
yes

NAME

Yea:::h Ji-su:::n

04

teyli-ko]

han pen

ay

pwa-yo:::

bring:along-CONN see:let’s-POL

Sungyun, {we} should get together with the children.
05

SUNGY:

[cengmal olaynman-i-ta::
really

been:a:while-be-DC

]

{It}’s really been long time no see.
06
07

SUNGY:

kulay-yo::: cengmallwu::. kathi
okay-POL

manna-yo::.

really

meet:let’s-POL

together
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Oka:::y. Rea::lly. Let’s meet {with the children}.
08

KYUNG:

moyu

swuyu-hay-yo?

mother:milk feed-do-INTERR:POL

Do {you} breastfeed?
09

10

SUNGY:

(0.2)
ney:
yes

Ye:s
11

ALL:

o::::
wow

Wo::::w
12

KYUNG:

ani:: moyu
ani

mocalla-myen-un:

mother:milk fall:short-if-TOP

Ani:: because if {you}’re short of milk,
13

KimJisen ssi-hanthey com

14

kule-myen

NAME

miss-to

tal-la-ko

little give-IMPER-QT

toy-ketun-yo

be:like–if can-CORREL-POL

{you} can ask Ms. Kim Jisun to give {you some}.
15

SUNGY:

ahhahahhahahahahah

ahhahahhahahahahah

As Kim (2016) explains, Kyung’s question ‘Do {you} breastfeed?’ is possibly
accountable and raises the question of its motive since it potentially intrudes into,
and exposes, Sungyun’s private life and is an abrupt change of topic. In particular,
if answered with ‘No’, the question potentially exposes Sungyun as an ‘irresponsible mother’. Thus Kyung follows with an account for asking the question (which
was to set the scene for the impending joke), and prefaces this account/joke with
ani in line 12. Kim (2016) argues that, with the ani-prefaced turn, Kyung retrospectively casts the question (at line 8) as having been preliminary to the joke and
tacitly claims that her question was designed to make fun of her fellow comedian
Jisun, as opposed to threatening Sungyun’s face. The role of the ani preface here is
to index the revision of possible inferences and motives drawn from the speaker’s
prior question.
In summary, in both second and third positions, ani functions to resist, revise,
and push against some aspect of the prior turn. The present study turns its focus
to the first positioned ani preface with the aim of providing a more complete
understanding of the particle ani. The study aims to investigate whether the
generic work of resisting and rejecting the preceding action is carried on in this
context. It also attempts to understand how the action of the ani preface is partic-
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ularised by the respective constraints of the preceding action and those that bear
on the impending action.

3. Data
The present study is based on 40 cases of ani-prefaced questions found in 39
30-minute telephone conversations, the corpora provided by the Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC) Korean Corpus of Telephone Speech. All these data involve
ordinary conversations between friends or family members who are native speakers of Korean.
All data are transcribed using the Jeffersonian transcription system and have
three lines. The first line contains the original Korean words rendered in Yale
Romanisation, the second line is a morpheme-by-morpheme translation (see
Appendix A), and the third is an idiomatic rendering of Korean in English.
Because some words are unnecessary in Korean (e.g., subjects) but are essential
in English for smooth translation, such unspoken words are inserted in curly
brackets ({ }) in the English translation. The target particle ani is not glossed or
translated in the second and third lines.

4. The Practice
All the questions prefaced by ani in the data are characterized by the following
features: (1) as first pair parts they make a response relevant, (2) they respond to
some aspect in the prior talk, and (3) they serve to enact the speaker’s surprise at
the specified aspect.
Extract (2) shows a simple, representative case of the practice. Here, two graduate students are talking on the phone. A has been telling B about a Korean classmate in her programme whom she met this semester. The classmate is just a couple of years older than them (who are in their 20s), but turns out to have a son
who is a first grader in elementary school (lines 4-5).
Extract (2) [KO_5428_00:12:32]
01

A:

02

kulaykaciko:: ilehkey
so

po-nikka:

yayki ha-nuntey:

like:this story do-CIRCUM

see-and

So:: {she}’s talking about this and that,
03

B:

yey,
yes

Yes
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A:

05

mwe atul-i
DM

kwukmin-hakkyo
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il

son-NOM elementary-school one

haknyen-i-lay-yo::
grade-CP-QT-POL

{She} says her son is a first grader in elementary school
->

06

B:

h[hh ani pelsse-yo,
already-POL

.hhh ani already,

In response to the information about the classmate’s son (i.e., he is a first grader),
B gasps (.hhh), and says, ani pelsse-yo (‘ani already’) with slightly rising intonation (line 6). This shows B’s surprise, specifically that the boy is ‘already’ that
age, which implies their classmate is young to have a child as old as him. The
ani-prefaced question (1) makes relevant a response and does get one (as we will
see below in Example 3), (2) responds to the age of the classmate’s son, and (3)
and enacts surprise at this information.
Here are some target ani-prefaced questions from the collection:
(1)
B:

h[hh ani pelsse-yo,
already-POL

.hhh ani already,
(2)
Ara:

=ani wuli-mal:::

kongpwu-lul ha-n-ta-n

our-language study-OBJ

mal-i-ya?

do-CONN-DC-TOP

word-CP-IE

=ani {you} are saying that {they} are studying our language(=Korean)?
(3)
You: .hh↑a:ni samsip pwun-ul
soli-ya?

ike

mal-ul

ha-la-n

thirty minutes-OBJ this word-OBJ do-QT-CONN

sound-IE

.hh↑a:ni {you} are telling me to have this conversation for thirty minutes?
(4)
Yun:

ani mwe-l:

meky-ese

kulehkey

khess-e-yo:::,

what-OBJ feed-so:that like:that grow:PST-IE-POL

ani what did {you} feed {her} so that {she} could grow so much,
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(5)
Julia:

ani enni

way kulehkey

pichamhakey toay-ss-e?

sister why like:that miserably

become-PST-IE

ani sister, how/why have {you} become so miserable like that?
(6)
B:

[ani way kulel-kka_?

why like:that-INTERR

ani why would {she} be like that?

The cases in the collection exhibited a range of possible question constructions
in Korean. Korean questions are formed with a variety of question constructions:
some are declaratives with rising intonation, while others are formed with interrogative sentence endings (na, -nya, -ni, -nka, or –kka; see Yoon, 2010). The cases
included both polar and wh-questions, with a variety of sentence endings. For
example, (1)–(3) are polar yes-no questions, and (4)–(6) are wh-questions. And,
while (1)–(5) are constructed as declarative questions, (6) has the interrogative
ending kka.
The following sections will provide an analysis of this practice, focusing on
describing its use, and then will discuss the work of ani-prefacing in this context
and its relationship to ani prefaces in other sequential positions.

5. Analysis
5.1. Responding to prior talk (and seeking an explanation)

While questions are first pair part actions that initiate a sequence and, by seeking information from a recipient, make responses relevant (Schegloff, 2007), they
can also be asked in response to some prior talk or action. Interestingly, all the
ani-prefaced questions in the collection, without exception, were responsive to
some aspect of the prior talk. The following two cases demonstrate this.
Extract (3) below is an extended version of Extract (2). To recap, the participants are talking about A’s new classmate whose son is in elementary school. The
target practice is in line 6.
Extract (3) [KO_5428_00:12:32]
01

A:

02

kulaykaciko:: ilehkey
So

po-nikka:

yayki ha-nuntey:

like:this story do-CIRCUM

see-and

So:: {she}’s talking about this and that,
03

B:

yey,

yes
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Yes
04

A:

05

mwe atul-i
DM

kwukmin-hakkyo

il

son-NOM elementary-school one

haknyen-i-lay-yo::
grade-CP-QT-POL

{She} says her son is a first grader in elementary school
->

06

B:

.h[hh ani pelsse-yo,
already-POL

.hhh ani already,
07

A:

[kukka-

Well08

B:

[hhh

09

A:

[yey::: tayhak-

hhh

yes

college-

Yea::h college10

kulenikka tayhak
so

colep-hacamaca:[::=

college graduate-as:soon:as

Well, soon after graduating from college
11

B:

12

A:

13

B:

14

A:

[a::kyelhon.
oh marriage

O::h marriage.
=kyelhon-hay-ss-tay-[yo.
marriage-do-PST-HEARSAY-POL

{She} got married, {she} said.
[yey::
yes

Yes
kulentey kyelhon
but

ha-n-ci

kwu

nyen

marriage do-ATTR-thing nine year

15

toay-ss-ta-na

16

ku[leh-tay-yo.

become-PST-DC-INTERR

like:that-HEARSAY-POL

And {she}’s been married for about nine years or so, she said.

As mentioned earlier, the piece of information provided by A in lines 4-5, that
her classmate’s son is in elementary school, is taken to be a subject of surprise
for the recipient. To respond to this source of surprise, B first takes a hearable
in-breath (.hhh), which indicates her surprise, and then says ani pelsse-yo (‘ani
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already’), which conveys her surprise or disbelief about the classmate having
such an old child for her age. A responds by confirming ‘yeah’ and providing an
account for why the classmate ‘already’ has a son old enough to be in elementary
school, that is, she got married right after graduating from college and had the
child immediately after (lines 9–16).
Here is another related case. Sun and Ara have just started a telephone call as
study participants in the United States. Sun is the caller who is participating in
the study and knows more about it. Just prior to the below excerpt, Ara has asked
if they can talk in Korean if American researchers are studying their conversation (she assumes the researchers would be non-Korean speakers and would not
understand the language). In lines 1–3, Sun responds that the researchers are
studying the Korean language.
Extract (4) [KO 6735 02;43]
01

Sun:

uh-huh, kulayse hankwuk- wuli:-mal
Uh-huh

so

Korea

our-language

02

tayhayse kunyang kongpwu ha-ki-ttaymwuney,

03

mwe ↑sangkwan eps-ta kule-te-la-ko?=

about
DM

just

concern

study

do-NOM-because

NEG-DC like:that-RT-INTROS-QT

Uh-huh, so because {they}’re studying about Korea- our language,
well, {they} said it doesn’t matter {if we speak in our language/Korean}
->

04

Ara:

05

=ani wuli-mal:::

kongpwu-lul ha-n-ta-n

our-language study-OBJ

mal-i-ya?

do-CONN-DC-TOP

word-CP-INTERR

=ani {you} are saying that {they} are studying our language(=Korean)?
06

Sun:

a- u- kule-n

ke

ya.

like:that-ATTR thing IE

Ah- uh- it’s something like that.
07

[wuli hakyo-eyse ceki mwe-ya,=
our

school-LOC that what-IE

You know in our school,
08

Ara:

[e:::
yes

Yeah:::
((Sun continues to talk about what one needs to do to
earn a doctoral degree at her school, such as writing
papers.))
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In response to the information about the researchers in the United States studying the Korean language, Ara displays her surprise by asking, ‘ani {you} are saying
that {they}’re studying our language?’ Sun confirms this in line 6, ‘it’s something
like that’, and further explains what students need to do to earn a doctoral degree
at her school, which is related to this research (from line 7).
As these examples demonstrate, the ani-prefaced questions are responsive to
some aspect of the immediately prior talk. In particular, the questioners display
that the information is surprising, and do so by questioning the validity of the
information.
Similar displays of surprise have been identified as ‘ritualised disbelief ’ in previous literature (Heritage, 1984, p. 339; Jefferson, 1981; Maynard, 1997; Selting,
1996). They do not genuinely ask a question, but initiate a new sequence and
make a response relevant, specifically asking to confirm the information before it
can be reacted to as surprising. Thus, they (lines 2 and 3 below) are often receipted
with confirmation tokens such as mm or yup (lines 3 and 4 below).
Extract (5) (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006, p. 168) [RT319: Kitzinger HB35]
->

->

01

Clt:

03

Clt:

02

04

Ros:
Ros:

I’ve had five at home
Fi::ve,hh
mm

Goodness!

Extract (6) (Wilkinson & Kitzinger, 2006, p. 169) [RT: 471: Kitzinger BCC483] (They
are talking about breastfeeding)

->
->

01

Clt:

03

Clr:

°↑Can they°.

05

Clr:

°My goodness!°

02
04

06
07

Clt:

Clt:

Even adoptive mothers can do it you kno:w.

(.)

Yup.hh

.hhh I:f the:y’ve (.) I mean it’s much

easier if they’ve already had a ba:by ((continues))

In each of the cases from Wilkinson and Kitzinger (2006) above, the displays of
ritualised disbelief (i.e. ‘Fi::ve?’ and ‘Can they?’) are performed in the form of a
question asking the recipient to confirm, before the news item is reacted to with
surprise in the following turns (lines 4 and 5).
Unlike these cases of ritualised disbelief, however, ani-prefaced questions
are typically responded to with more than a minimal response. For example, in
Extract (3) A responds by explaining how the classmate came to have the child,
and in Extract (4) Sun weakly confirms Ara’s understanding (‘it’s something like
that’) and further explains at length what the requirements are for a PhD degree
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in her programme (not shown in the transcript). As such, responses to ani-prefaced questions tend to be extended with accounts and explanations about how
what is questioned is possible (Heritage, 1988). These non-minimal responses
show the respondents’ understanding of the action the ani-prefaced question is
performing, which is more than a simple display of surprise: it challenges the
sought information as truthful and seeks an explanation.
The ani-prefaced questions in Extracts (3) and (4) locate the specific surprise
source that runs counter to the expectations of the speaker, and question its
truthfulness. This can be done by highlighting the inferred information that runs
counter to common world or cultural knowledge of the speaker. For example, in
Extract (3), the cultural assumption that women in their 20s do not have children
old enough to be in elementary school (at least in the Korean context) appears to
be the source of disbelief.
This can also be done by explicitly referring to the prior turn, as in Extract
(4): ‘You are saying that they are studying our language?’ (lines 4-5) in which the
speaker partially repeats and quotes the source of surprise in the prior turn. The
quotative construction -ta-n mal- refers to what has been said earlier in lines 1-3.
What makes this case more evident is the speakers’ selection of the word wulimal ‘our language’. Sun’s self-repair in line 1, from ‘Korean’ (hankwuk-e) to ‘our
language’ (wuli-mal), is re-used in the ani-prefaced turn by Ara (line 4). While
wuli-mal is a possible word, it is not a common term used to refer to the Korean
language, especially in the context of doing academic research. Thus, that this
term is echoed in the ani-prefaced question shows Ara’s orientation to in-group
versus out-group identities, as well as her assumption that only Koreans would
understand (or research) the Korean language (or, to borrow the participants’
words, ‘their language’). This assumption underlines the source of surprise or disbelief that Korean is being studied by Americans, by ‘outsiders’ to the language.
In addition, the object particle -lul added to kongbwu ‘study’ (where it is not a
necessary particle) shows that this information is hard to believe and surprising
to her (Kim & Kim, 2014).
That ani-prefaced question is distinct from ‘ritualised belief ’ is perhaps shown
most clearly in cases where ritualised disbelief occurs immediately after the surprise source, and then the ani-prefaced question follows. The following section
focuses on such cases, in which there are several displays of surprise for a single
source of surprise.
5.2. When other displays of surprise co-occur in the sequence

When surprise displays occur several times, ani-prefaced questions are typically
done later in the sequence than other displays of surprise, such as surprise tokens
or response cries, or indications of ritualised disbelief. One simple example is
Extract (3) shown earlier: .hhh ani pelsse-yo, (‘.hhh ani already’). B’s turn is pref-
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aced by an audible in-breath (or gasp), which is one of the common ways Korean
speakers display surprise, immediately following the source of the surprise. Then,
the ani-prefaced question follows.
Here is another example in which surprise displays occur in two separate turns.
Min and Young are having a phone conversation as research participants, which
requires them to talk for 30 minutes. Min has initiated the call and is the one
being compensated. After approximately 10 minutes into the call, they have run
out of things to talk about. Just prior to the excerpt, Min has mentioned that the
conversation should continue for 30 minutes for him to be eligible for compensation. Then, Young asks Min to confirm whether his understanding (i.e., that the
conversation should be 30 minutes) is accurate (line 1). Min’s response in line 2 is
a transformative answer (Stivers & Hayashi, 2010); it resists the question terms by
mitigating the difficulty of the task by saying ‘only about 30 minutes’ and ‘I think’.
Extract (7) [KO 6708 11;22]
01

You:

way, samsip pwun

02

Min:

samsip pwun::

Why

chaywe-ya toyn-tay?

thirty minutes fill-must become-HEARSAY

Why, did {they} say {we} need to fill thirty minutes?

03

cengto-man ha-myen toy-l

thirty minutes about-only do-if

ke

kath-ay.

fine-CONN

thing seem-IE

I think it’d be fine to do {it} for only about thirty minutes.
->

04

You:

samsip pwun?
thirty minutes

Thirty minutes?
05

Min:

ey
yes

Yes
->

06

You: .hh↑a:ni samsip pwun-ul

07

ha-la-n

ike

mal-ul

thirty minutes-OBJ this word-OBJ
soli-ya?

do-QT-CONN say-INTERR

.hh↑a:ni {you} are telling me to talk for thirty minutes?
08

Min:

hh ↑mwe ettay: mwe,
DM

how:IE

DM

hh Why not,
09

yayki ha-l

ke

manh-canh-a,

story do-ATTR thing much-you:know-IE

There’s a lot to talk about, you know.
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10

aphulo-to

yayki ha-l

ke

[manh-

from:now-also story do-ATTR thing much

From now on there’s a lot-

Min’s response, which essentially confirms they will need to talk for 30 minutes
(lines 2-3), is taken to be surprising by Young. Young specifically locates the surprise source ‘thirty minutes’ by repeating it with a rising intonation (line 4). This
‘ritualised disbelief ’ is confirmed with a minimal response ey ‘yes’ (line 5), as are
most indications of ritualised disbelief (see Extract (5) and (6) above).
Young further displays his surprise, but this time with an ani-prefaced question
(lines 6-7). It is designed with a quotative construction to identify more specifically the source of surprise. Also, the addition of the objective particle -ul to both
samsip pwun (‘thirty minutes’) and mal (‘word’) all furnish the turn to challenge
that specific aspect of prior turn and display his surprise and disbelief (Kim &
Kim, 2014). Min’s response shows that the question was indeed taken as a challenge. As the one who initiated the call and is being compensated for the time, he
downplays the burden by explaining how it can be possible (i.e., there’s a lot to
talk about; lines 9-10).
Extract (8) is another example, in which a series of displays of surprise occurs
before the ani-prefaced question. Yun and Sue are middle-aged women and are
talking about Sue’s teenage daughter. In lines 1-2, Yun begins the sequence by
asking to confirm a piece of hearsay information about Sue’s daughter Esther – ‘I
hear Esther’s grown so much?’
Extract (8) [KO_6762_00:13:15]
01

Yun:

02

Esther-nun kulehkey khi-ka
NAME-TOP

like:that height-TOP

khe-ss-ta-myense-yo::
grow-PST-QT-say-POL

{I} hear Esther’s grown a lot?
03

Sue:

kyay almost na-man hay.

04

Yun:

Ahyu:: sesangey:

05

Sue:

na-pota- (.) ha::n

She

almost me-as do-IE

She’s almost as tall as I am.
->

good:gracious

Oh my. Good gracious.
I-more

i-inchi

cak-ul-[kka?

almost two-inch small-CONN-INTERR

{She} would be about two inches shorter than me?
06

na five feet five-[cahn]-a. nay-ka::
I

five feet five-you:know-IE I-NOM
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I’m five feet five, you know. I am.
->

07

Yun:

[aigo]

->

08

Yun:

aigo:: sey:sang-ey<

09

Yun:

na-pota khu-keyss-ney::[:

10

Sue:

oh:my

Oh my
Oh:my

world-LOC

Oh my: Good gracious
I-more

tall-DCT:RE-must:be

{She} must be taller than me then

11

[awu kulem
oh

samonim

of:course ma’am

po(h)ta(h)-ya khu[-ci:::: ehehehehehhh=
than-CONN

tall-COMM

Oh of course {she}’s taller than you::::
->

12

Yun:

[aigo

13

Sue:

=hh.hh

15

Yun:

ani mwe-l:

seysang-ey:::

Oh:my world-LOC

Oh my, Good gracious

->

14

16

(.)

meky-ese

kulehkey

what-OBJ feed-so:that like:that

khess-e-yo:::,

grow:PST-IE-POL

ani what did {you} feed {her} so that {she} could grow so much,
17

Sue:

kyay milk-to
she

hanato

an

masye::

milk-also not:even:one NEG drink:IE

She doesn’t even drink milk.

Upon hearing Sue’s turn ‘she’s almost as tall as I am’, Yun immediately shows
her surprise at the fact Esther is so tall, ‘Oh my, good gracious’ (line 4). As Sue
goes on to talk about the approximation of Esther’s height comparing it her own
height (i.e., five feet five), which is quite tall for a Korean woman, throughout
this sequence, Sue responds with three more surprise tokens in lines 7, 8, and 12.
Then, in line 15, the ani-prefaced question is asked: ‘ani what did you feed her so
that she could grow so much’. The question conveys the questioner’s envy (she
later explicitly reveals a concern about her own daughter who is not as tall) and a
(genuine) interest in Yun’s secret to feeding a child successfully for growth.
Response cries and surprise tokens are typically non-propositional and evoke
empathic affiliation between the participants (Heritage, 2011). Ani-prefaced ques-
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tions, in contrast, are much more ‘focused’ and propositional in that the speaker
locates in what way the information is surprising and questions its truthfulness.
Also, they are rather disaffiliative in the sense that they view the information as
being beyond their comprehension and challenge the information as believable.
Indeed, it is not rare for the act of questioning to be taken as disaffiliative, as questions are often vehicles through which other actions, such as complaining, criticising, and challenging, are implemented (Koshik, 2003; Schegloff, 1984; Steensig
& Drew, 2008).
In summary, compared to other surprise tokens (e.g., ‘wow’, ‘good gracious’),
registering surprise with an ani-prefaced question tends to be more focused (or
more sharply framed). It not only registers that the information is surprising, but
elaborates on what and/or why or in what way it runs counter to the speaker’s
expectation and conveys that this information is beyond comprehension for the
speakers.
5.3.The ani preface: indexing a departure

Thus far the analysis has focused on the work of ani-prefaced questions without
delineating the role of the ani preface. Why do speakers add the extra turn-initial
element when it does not add any propositional content to the turn? Or, does it?
One path to exploring this issue is to examine similar turns without the preface.
In their discussion of other-initiated repair in Korean, Kim and Kim (2014)
show that other-initiations of repair formulated with an object/subject particle
(e.g., appa-ka? dad-SUB ‘Daddy did?’) can implement actions such as displaying
surprise, astonishment, and disbelief. These cases are formatted similarly to the
ani-prefaced questions under investigation here: they both display surprise, specify the surprise source, and are formatted as questions making a response relevant.
One example is the following segment. In a conversation between Jun and Han
who currently live in the United States, Jun just informed Han that he watches
Korean news on cable television. Han asks if Jun has cable at home (line 1).
Extract (10) [KO_6648 11:30] (Kim & Kim, 2014, p. 338)
01

Han:

02

Jun:

03

Han:

ne

cable iss-nya cip-ey?=

you cable have-INTERR home-at

Do you have cable at home?
=kuleh-cyo.
be:so-COMM:POL

Yes, {I do}.
uh, free-ya?
uh

free-IE

Uh, is {it} for free?
04

(0.2)
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Jun:

mwen soli-ya?

Ton
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nay-cyo:.

what word-be:IE money pay-COMM:POL

What {are you} talking about? {I} pay money, of course.
->

06

Han:

ton-ul

nay?

money-OBJ pay:IE

{You} pay money?
07
08

Jun:

=e. na-n

ku

yumyenghan HBO-kkaci

yes I-TOP that famous
ha-canh-a.

HBO-even

do-you:know-IE

Yes, I even get the famous HBO, you know.

As Kim and Kim (2014) state, Han’s repair initiation (line 6) is a display of surprise; that the cable costs money and Jun would pay for cable run counter to Han’s
expectations that it might be free (as Han’s question conveys in line 3). By inserting the object particle -ul to ton ‘money’, which was not present in Jun’s original
utterance (line 5) and is not grammatically necessary, Han stresses ‘money’ as the
source of surprise for him. Kim and Kim (2014) argue that these other-initiations
of repair with an object/subject particle are not candidate-understanding checks,
but are displays of surprise and disbelief.
A quick comparison of these cases to the ani preface suggests that the two practices are strikingly similar, the only difference being the presence/absence of the
preface. However, the overall pattern of use based on the 40 ani-prefaced questions suggests that the ani preface operates at the level of sequence organization,
distinctive from cases without the preface.
Speakers of ani-prefaced questions face competing motivations: The questions
are responsive, as they are responding to some aspect in the prior turn, yet they
are also initiating actions that question the truthfulness of the surprise source.
In this context, ani serves as an alert that the direction in which the sequence
was heading should be put on hold to address the puzzling issue raised in the
ani-prefaced question.
For example, in Extract (8), Yun moves from simply displaying surprise with
response cries to the topic of secrets of feeding the recipient’s daughter by way
of asking the ani-prefaced question. Thus, the question is still responsive to the
surprise source, but is also a shift to initiating the topic of feeding. Similarly, but
more subtly, in Extract (7), Young moves from simply displaying surprise (line
4: ‘thirty minutes?’) to placing the issue of ‘having a conversation for 30 minutes’
as a distinct problem to be addressed, and urges the recipient to respond to the
challenge. This is also seen in Extracts (3) and (4), in which the questions shift
the focus from the course of action in progress to the surprise sources as distinct
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issues to be dealt with: in (3), from the conversation A had with the classmate to
the classmate’s son’s age; in (4), from the question about whether Korean can be
used in their conversation to the researchers’ studying the Korean language. In
all these cases, the ani preface manages and indexes this move, serving as an alert
that the impending turn should be understood as a departure from the ongoing
course of action, despite its responsive nature.
In contrast, the display of surprise in Extract (10) without the ani preface is
neither treated by the speaker or the respondent as a significant shift from the
ongoing course of action, nor as a distinct issue to be dealt with. The surprise
display remains on course with the preceding talk about whether cable is a free
service; the speaker simply repeats the surprise source seeking confirmation (i.e.,
‘you pay money?’), and the recipient confirms this with a ‘yes’ and upgrades his
claim that cable is not free (i.e., that he even pays for HBO).
The sense of resisting and halting the direction of the sequence in the ani cases
appears to be derived from ani’s resisting and negating characteristic implemented in other contexts (Kim, 2015, 2016), and is locally particularised in the
context examined here.

6. Discussion
In summary, the study has shown that ani-prefaced questions (1) enact surprise
or disbelief about some information in the prior turn that runs counter to the
speaker’s expectation about the world, culture, and knowledge by (2) specifically locating which part of the information is surprising or beyond comprehension for them, and that (3) the role of ani in the questions is to indicate that the
impending turn, while still responsive, should be understood as a shift from the
ongoing course of action.
Previous research suggests that the main functions of turn-initial prefaces centre on whether the impending actions are to be understood as a continuation
of an ongoing sequence or course of action (e.g., Heritage & Sorjonen, 1994) or
as a departure from it (e.g., Bolden, 2008, 2009; Keevallik, 2012). The ani under
examination here is placed at the beginning of a turn, which is likely to be considered a part of the ongoing course of action (as the turn is responsive to prior talk);
however, the ani alerts the recipient to understanding the impending question as
a departure from the turn(s) preceding it.
One of the goals I set out at the beginning was to provide a more complete and
coherent view of how this preface works in different sequential positions. Heritage and Sorjonen (in press), in their introduction to the volume on turn-initial
particles across languages, note that turn-initial particles, regardless of language,
“have general semantic and procedural meanings that are broad, variable and
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capable of local particularization”. The current analysis of ani-prefaced questions
suggests that ani is a perfect example of this. It shares semantic and procedural
meanings with uses of ani in other contexts, yet when examined in a specific context it manifests localised functions particular to the context (also see Heritage,
1984, 1998, 2002 for the analysis of ‘oh’ in three positions).
Thus, the argument still holds that, as a negation marker in old Korean and
a negative response particle in modern Korean, ani’s functions across contexts
appear to be derived from the particle’s semantics stemming from ‘negating’ (Koo,
2008). The sense of negating is instantiated in various ways, showing its positionally sensitive character (Schegloff, 1996), though general semantics, that is,
resisting some aspect of the preceding turn or action, is still present. This can
operate at the level of action selection, resisting the presuppositions or possible
inferences in the prior turn (e.g., Kim, 2015, 2016), or at the level of sequence
organisation, resisting the direction the sequence was headed, as has been shown
in this article.
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Appendix: Abbreviations
INTROS

Introspective

ATTR

Attributive

CIRCUM

Circumstantial

LOC

Locative

COMM

Committal

MOD

Modal marker

CONN

Connective

NEG

Negative

CORREL

Correlative

NOM

Nominative

CP

Copula

OBJ

Object particle

DC

Declarative suffix

POL

Polite speech level

DCT:RE

Deductive reasoning

PST

Past suffix

DM

Discourse maker

QT

Quotative particle

IE

Informal ending

RT

Retrospective

IMPER

Imperative

TOP

Topic marker

INTERR

Interrogative

